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‘India to bring minimum 3 more legislations to overhaul
digital regulatory system’
“In a very methodical way, we are moving step by step. By end of which, we should see India's
telecom sector, among the best in the world,” Vaishnaw said during a Public Affairs Forum of India
(PAFI) event.
ETTelecom (https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/agency/88675626/ETTelecom)

September 22, 2022, 15:01 IST

New Delhi: Telecom Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/ashwini+vaishnaw) Thursday said the
government will bring in at least three more legislations, so that the entire digital regulatory
system in the country comes at the level of global standards. To start with, licensing reforms will
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follow the enactment of telecommunications Act.



“In a very methodical way, we are moving
step by step. By end of which, we should see India's
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com)
telecom sector, among the best in the world,” Vaishnaw said during a Public Affairs Forum of
India (PAFI) event.
The reforms process for the telecom sector was started in September last year, when the
government announced a slew of structural reforms including redefining adjusted gross
revenue (AGR) definition. It was followed by reforms in the wireless promotion and coordination
(WPC) wing and more recently the right of way rules (RoW). L
The enactment of the Telecommunications Act is the fourth set of reforms, which will be
followed by licensing reforms.
“We will be bringing a series of at least three more legislations I can say, in which the entire
digital regulatory system will be brought up to standard up to global standards… we should be
the economy where we actually come and say that okay, at a population scale a billion plus
population or society as diverse as ours, an economy as complex as ours and for an economy
which is growing, what are the things that we should look at when we are drafting our legal
structure? So that is the objective that which we are moving for,” the minister said.
Vaishnaw was reacting to a question on the draft Indian Telecommunications Bill
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/indian+telecommunications+bill) 2022, that
was put up for public consultation late Wednesday. Mobile phone companies have termed the
bill as "reformative".
‘’In keeping with the recent trend of reformative policy making by the government, this draft
Indian Telecommunication bill is another milestone step to develop a modern and future-ready
legal framework in telecommunication. We are studying the newly drafted Bill and will share our
comments with the Government in due course of time," SP Kochhar, director general of Cellular
Operators Association of India
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/cellular+operators+association+of+india)
(COAI), said in a statement.
COAI represents India's three private operators - Reliance Jio, Bharti Airtel
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/bharti+airtel) and Vodafone Idea
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/vodafone+idea).
As per the draft Bill, spectrum can be assigned through an auction or administrative process,
depending on the requirements. It has proposed provisions to waive fees, charges and
penalties of a company if it is required to protect the interest of consumers or ensure fair
competition.
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The draft has also enlarged the definition of telecommunication services, bringing over-the-top
(OTT) services such as WhatsApp, Signal
and Telegram, satellite-based communication
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com)
services, Internet and broadband services, in-flight and maritime connectivity services, etc.,
under the ambit of the proposed law. The draft document states that in case of insolvency,
spectrum assigned to an entity shall revert to government control.
The draft Bill has been put up for public consultation and stakeholders can send their comment
till October 20.
“Continuing on the path of reforms, the draft bill proposes a comprehensive framework to
further enhance ease of doing business. Clarity has been provided on spectrum allocation,
restructuring, insolvency, and user protection among others. OTT is proposed to be considered
as a telecom service, which may see some developments," Jaideep Ghosh, chief operating
officer of legal firm Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas & Co, said in a statement.
“The Indian Telecommunications Bill, 2002, is indeed a great move and a long awaited one. It
has been a challenge for the telecom industry
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/industry) dealing with archaic laws for the
last 3-4 decades, particularly the Indian Telegraph Act which was enacted during the 19th
Century including others which will now be repealed. The new Bill has taken account the
current gambit of services being offered using different forms of technology such as over-thetop (OTT), internet services via satellite-based communication services, in-flight and maritime
services, broadcasting, internet, and broadband services, which will now fall within licensed
services,” Tony Verghese, Partner, JSA said.
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Atmanirbhar Bharat: Mavenir begins 5G Open RAN
manufacturing in India
"We are embarking on manufacturing state of art radios for India and world. We are motivated to
undertake such an investment in India due to all the steps taken by the government of India in last
one year in the manufacturing and building the local ecosystem of telecom,” said Sanjay Bakaya,
Country Head-India & Regional Vice President-India & South Asia, Mavenir in a statement.
Ashutosh Kumar (https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/author/479254781/ashutosh-kumar) | ETTelecom
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/agency/88675626/ETTelecom) September 28, 2022, 11:11 IST
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NEW DELHI: US-based telecom gear maker Mavenir
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/mavenir) on Wednesday said the
company has started the manufacturing of 2G, 4G, and 5G Open RAN for its OpenBeam
portfolio in India, suited for Indian and international frequency bands.
"We are embarking on manufacturing state of art radios for India and world. We are
motivated to undertake such an investment in India due to all the steps taken by the
government of India in last one year in the manufacturing and building the local ecosystem of
telecom,” said Sanjay Bakaya, Country Head-India & Regional Vice President-India & South
Asia, Mavenir in a statement.
The initiative is in line with the Centre’s Atmanirbhar Bharat (self-reliant India) vision. The
company works with Bharti Airtel and Vodafone Idea in India.
Mavenir said its OpenBeam portfolio offers cost-efficient, intelligent radios that meet the
critical demands placed on networks today including massive MIMO, mmWave and multiband remote radio heads (RRHs) allowing improved network capacity as the network
expands.
“The OpenBeam Open RAN radio solutions are available across all frequency bands and
can be used for a wide range of use cases, including enterprises and public settings across
urban or rural environments,” the company said in a statement.
It added that all radios have a modular design, using proven technology to support both
MIMO beamforming and multi-band needs.
“Our manufacturing partner network is very well positioned for the sustainable and rapid
scaling of Open RAN volumes and made in India requirements. With these new production
sites coming online, we have reached another important milestone in our strategy to expand
and evolve the Open RAN ecosystem”, said Ramnik Kamo, EVP, CIO and CPO of Mavenir.
The Pardeep Kohli-headed telecom company, a proponent of Open RAN, has recently raised
$95 million via public debt to fund its research and development into interoperable
networking products.
Read also
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(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/57-telecom-execs-expect-openranto-be-ready-for-mass-deployment-in-next-2-years-jabil-study/92536548)
57% telecom execs expect
OpenRAN to be ready for mass deployment alongside 5G in
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com)
next 2 years: Jabil study (https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/57-telecom-execs-expectopenran-to-be-ready-for-mass-deployment-in-next-2-years-jabil-study/92536548)
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/open-ran-vendor-mavenir-slashesmarketing-team-headcount-report/93635537)
Open RAN vendor Mavenir slashes marketing team headcount: Report
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/open-ran-vendor-mavenir-slashes-marketing-teamheadcount-report/93635537)
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/mavenir-raises-95-million-but-mayneed-to-keep-rd-spending-in-check/93639555)
Mavenir raises $95 million but may need to keep R&D spending in check
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/mavenir-raises-95-million-but-may-need-to-keep-rdspending-in-check/93639555)
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/mavenir-nec-deploy-massive-mimoon-oranges-5g-sa-experimental-network/94047162)
Mavenir, NEC deploy massive MIMO on Orange’s 5G SA experimental network
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/mavenir-nec-deploy-massive-mimo-on-oranges-5g-saexperimental-network/94047162)

With this, Mavenir joins European telecom gear vendors Ericsson
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/ericsson) and Nokia
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/nokia) that are manufacturing equipment
in India.
Nokia had in December 2020 started the production of the next-generation 5G equipment —
the Nokia AirScale mMIMO solution at its Chennai facility. The Finnish was the first to
manufacture the 5G New Radio in India.
Ericsson, on the other hand, is investing in India under the Centre’s production linked
incentive (PLI) scheme for telecom equipment
(https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/telecom+equipment) manufacturing. The
Swedish company’s production facility in Pune through its contract manufacturing partner,
Jabil, is scalable and expandable as per the requirements of local and global markets, it has
said.
Follow and connect with us on Twitter (http://twitter.com/Ettelecom), Facebook
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In-depth: Why 6G is a massive opportunity for India to take vanguard position in
global telecom industry
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Clear dues or lose tower access: Indus Towers to Vodafone Idea
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